Spinal Cord Stimulation Costs and Complications can be reduced by Wireless Nanotechnology. A Review of Traditional Equipment Expenses Compared to Wireless Stimulation - ©
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ABSTRACT

**Background:** Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) has been a cost-effective therapeutic approach for controlling chronic pain, following spinal surgery, peripheral neuropathy, complex regional pain syndromes and others. However, the surgically implantable nature of Traditional SCS (TSCS) components not only increased the surgical complications but also the costs associated with the device. Wireless SCS (WSCS) access to the implanted nanoelectrode can reduce the bulk of the equipment thus improving patient acceptance with fewer surgical complications as well as low costs.

**Objective:** Review of the literature on costs of TSCS compared to the costs of novel SCS with wireless technology.

**Material and Results:** A review of the available limited literature on TSCS costs show that implantation incurred USD 32,882 (CAD 21,595 and UK £ 15,081) while expenditure for WSCS was 18,000 Euro. Further analysis revealed that costs for a nonrechargeable battery was USD 13,150 (CAD 10,591; UK £ 7,243) in 2006 while a rechargeable battery had cost USD 20,858. Maintenance costs for the SCS equipment included a battery change every 4 years, on an average costing USD 3,530. IPG replacement involved expenses of CAD 5,071. A wireless device (Stimwave) is devoid of IPG costs and required a 3-year maintenance costs of 1500 Euros only.

Additionally, the Wireless SCS (WSCS) was equally effective and without the added complications of IPG that included pocket area pain, hematoma (10%) and infection (50% of infections following TSCS implantation). Management of IPG complications costs additional health care budget, while with WSCS, this could be an avoidable burden. WSCS has been reported to be as effective as TSCS in management of chronic pain following back surgery, herpes infection and complex regional pain syndrome in case illustrations.

**Conclusions:** SCS has been an established tool in effective management of chronic pain. TSCS equipment costs more and includes IPG costs between 13,000 and 20,000 USD with a maintenance expense of 3,539 USD over 4 years (for battery change) while WSCS had been reported to have nearly half of this maintenance cost for SCS therapy and without IPG costs and complications.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic pain remains to be a major factor driving people to seek relief and is a major consumer of opioid medication as well as research resources. The gate theory for pain mechanisms proposed by Melzak and Wall was quickly followed by introduction of Spinal Cord Stimulation (SCS) therapy by Shealy and his team from Cleveland breaking ground for the field of neuromodulation in the management of chronic intractable pain [1,2].

Literature has time and again established the cost effectiveness of SCS in the management of chronic pain due to failed back surgery syndrome, neuropathic pain disorders, complex regional pain syndromes as well as vascular ischemia [3-8].

With proven efficacy SCS is being increasingly utilized and the number of indications as well as surgeries performed annually have been on the rise [9]. Rapid advancements have refined the equipment to improve the longevity of the treatment as well as the implants. However, there are very few reports on the burden the present day SCS technology carries in terms of costs, comfort and complications (Table 1).

The costs of traditional SCS implant

Traditionally, SCS equipment utilizes implantable electrode enclosed inside a catheter, long extension wires connecting these electrodes to an IPG and all these components are placed surgically inside the patient body. Thus, complications following the surgical implantations as well as the failures of any of these components are by default considered as the consequences of Neuromodulation therapy. There are instances where the trial SCS fails and in some instances SCS fails to achieve the therapeutic goal. Complications following SCS implantation have been reported in up to 35 to 40% patients [5,10-12].

However, the costs of SCS therapy include, implantation, maintenance and complications. However, most places take only implantation costs into consideration and a lot of times the costs of complications, which can be very fluctuating, are not included. Incidentally, the incidence of complications on an average could be seen in one third of cases and some of them turn out to be expensive to manage [5,13,14] and the SCS therapy, in general, faces accountability from third party payers.

For calculating budgets in cases where implants are placed, costs must include initial implantation charges, annual maintenance costs and the expenses incurred to treat complications. The maintenance costs might seem to be stable in uncomplicated cases, but once a complication sets in, the annual maintenance burden increases and thus each case might be allowed an 18% increase in the budget [3,4].

Cost of SCS implantation

Kumar et al. [15] reported the North American experience from Canada and the US (Medicare), covering the costs of consultation, diagnostic procedures, trial stimulation and implantation. The Canadian health care system charges CAD 21,595 for implantation of the SCS equipment while the US had a mean cost of USD 32,882 (Medicare). The cost of trial SCS was CAD 7671 and USD 10900 (Medicare). The Canadian expenses included a longer hospital stay (of 3 days) since most patients travel nearly 1000 miles to reach the specialized care centers and stay hospitalized unlike the US pain management centers.

Maintenance costs

The annual maintenance costs of SCS were CAD 3539 and USD 5071 for uncomplicated cases. Since the nonrechargeable IPG needed replacement after 4 years, the costs for IPG and maintenance were amortized for 4 years [15].

Three papers described the life expectancy of an IPG [7,16,17] and average life of an IPG was 49 months considering the best figures. Kumar et al reported a mean life expectancy of IPG as 48 months in a review of 104 patients [17], while Van Buyten had just 27.9 months (32 of 61 patients required IPG replacement during a follow up of 5 years [7]. Considering the other 29 patients, the mean life time of IPG was 50 months. Budd reported on fewer patients only with only 18
and by state in the US. The maintenance costs also might be different among the manufacturing companies (USD 10,988) just for implantation [15] because of the cost of IPG is very significant. A rechargeable IPG is costlier by CAD 10,591 there has been an increasing trend to utilize this type of battery even when octapolar leads were implanted [20]. Alo et al had only 3.8% cases going for surgical revision 16% with multichannel devices compared to 23% with simple bipolar leads [19]. A strain loop recommended to reduce these excursions might be helpful until scar tissue encases the loops and tethers the wiring during normal movements. In cases of scoliosis there might be 2-fold increased lateral displacement in the thoracolumbar region and in the cervical region due to the natural neck movements. Paddle electrodes in such circumstances would reduce the displacement. Quadrripolar and octapolar electrodes have also reduced incidence of lead migrations. North et al reported a reduction in revision rates for lead migration to 16% with multichannel devices compared to 23% with simple bipolar leads [19]. Alo et al had only 3.8% cases going for surgical revision when octapolar leads were implanted [20].

**Costs of rechargeable or nonrechargeable IPG**

The initial implantation costs of a rechargeable IPG are high, while there has been an increasing trend to utilize this type of battery even though the difference between a rechargeable and a nonrechargeable IPG is very significant. A rechargeable IPG is costlier by CAD 10,591 (USD 10,988) just for implantation [15] because of the cost of equipment, which again differs among the manufacturing companies and by state in the US. The maintenance costs also might be different since the life span of the rechargeable system varies by the company: a Medtronic product lasts for 9 years, Advances Neuromodulation Systems (St. Jude or Abbott) for 7 years and Boston Scientific battery for 5 years.

The engineering team from Boston Scientific, however reported the rechargeable battery life could vary between 10 and 25 years [21]. Accordingly, the maintenance costs also differ by the length of battery life as a rechargeable IPG requires 2-3 replacements while a nonrechargeable IPG might need 5-6 reimplantation procedures. Additionally, there are other factors like age of the patient at the time of SCS, tolerance of the therapy and complications influencing the expenses and the cost benefit [16,21,22].

**Costs of complications during SCS therapy**

Surgical complications are expensive, and the costs depend upon the hospitalization, implants and the resources utilized to treat the patients [21,22]. A surgical infections costs about CAD 18,837 (includes antibiotic treatment, explantation and reimplantation of a new system) compared to aspiration of subcutaneous collection/hematoma (CAD 136) and the mean cost of a complications following SCS in Canada was CAD 5191, while in the US it measures up to USD 9649 (ranging between 381 and 28,495).

**Individualized complication costs for patient**

Kumar et al encountered 63 adverse events in their experience with 51 patients (1.23 per patient) with a mean cost of a complication to per patient as CAD 556 (USD 1034 for the Medicare patient in the US). The total cost of complications over 3.65 years was CAD 327,057 for all the 161 patients, escalating the annual maintenance costs 1.4 times in Canada and twice in the US [23].

**Cost of complications**

**Mean expenses for a patient:** Costs of SCS complication management vary depending upon the severity: a minor aspiration of subcutaneous pocket collection costs minimal compared to an infected device which requires thorough investigations and explantation followed by reimplantation of the system [15]. Kumar et al reported a mean cost of a complication to be CAD 7092 (ranging between 130 and 22,406) with a maintenance cost of CAD 3609 (includes IPG replacement once in 4 years) for an uncomplicated case while the system implantation incurs CAD 23,205. A failed trial SCS cost CAD 7859 per patient, with explantation charges of an additional CAD1739 per case. If these cases and the failed SCS therapy instances were put together the mean costs of SCS increased to CAD 24,809.

Repositioning of the leads had cost 360 Euro, while replacing a lead and infection indicating reimplantation had cost 1530 and 6192 Euro respectively [23]. Similar complications in the US required USD 2700, USD 5450 and 19,600 (lead repositioning, lead replacement and infection) while a IPG failure and replacement cost 13,150 USD [24]. There is a learning curve reported by many and in the experience of Kumar et al there was a 5% decrease in surgical revisions for SCS complications after the first 10 years [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Manca et al</td>
<td>Europeal J Pain</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>CAD 19,486, Euro 12,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Kumar et al</td>
<td>J Neurosurg spine</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>CAD 23,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Babu et al</td>
<td>Neurromodulation</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>4536</td>
<td>USD 35,109 (Rechargeable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Literature on TSCS cost.
A complicated vs an uncomplicated case: An uncomplicated case of SCS is much less expensive to manage. Kumar et al. [15,22] reported costs amounting to CAD 3609 to cover the physician consult, medications, nursing management and adjusted expenses for IPG replacement calculated for every 4 years. However, once complications set in (reportedly in as many as 40% of the cases) the annual maintenance dollars increase almost by three times compared to the uncomplicated cases. Kumar et al calculated an average expenditure of CAD 7092 on complicated SCS management. Initial implant cost was CAD 23,205 and a case without any complications required only one tenth of this cost for maintenance over 4 years while it was CAD 10,701 on an average with complications [15].

Percutaneous and paddle electrode systems and the costs: A percutaneous procedure has the advantage of being minimally invasive, outpatient procedure offering lower costs compared to surgical placement of a paddle electrodes although the latter system offers lower rates of lead migrations but higher complications [26]. Reoperation rates among paddle electrode are always significantly fewer indicating that the newer SCS devices might be successful in reducing lead fracture and migrations. On the other hand, both types of electrode systems utilized similar amount of health care resources over 2 year follow up period in terms of in-patient and outpatient emergency care as well as medication. However, the percutaneous systems had significantly higher out-patient costs (USD 100,486) compared to paddle electrode systems (USD 87,961) at 2 years and also at 5 years (USD 186,139 and 169,768). High Frequency SCS costs and maintenance: In a model created by Annemans et al. [27], High Frequency SCS (HF SCS) was more cost effective and provided better quality therapy compared to TSCS and SCS with nonrechargeable battery. These authors reported a complication rate of 14.4% with all three modalities of SCS and replacement rate varied between 3.94% and 7.25%. The costs for complication management was £ 622.

Neuromodulation with wireless nanotechnology

Conventional SCS technology utilizes implantable electrodes enclosed inside a catheter, lengthy extension cables connecting to an IPG; all of them surgically implanted inside the patient body and complications related to these procedures as well as the failures of the equipment components are translated as failure of the Neuromodulation therapy. Research efforts to improve the efficacy yielded IPG with longer life expectancy and reduced size, but not with less expenditure or surgical trauma. Advancement in this field is the new external Wireless Power Generator (WPG) that applies a dipole antenna for electric field coupling. This is accomplished via the very short-length pulsed Electromagnetic (EM) waves known as ‘microwaves’ at Giga Hertz frequencies (GHz). This wireless device (Stimwave technologies), instead of lower inductive frequencies (ranging between 100-500 kHz) for most of the implanted medical devices, is powered by Radiative electric field coupling through tissues at microwave frequencies [28].

These microwaves enable miniature sized implants to be placed at a significantly deeper tissues through a needle or by minimally invasive procedure and yet accessible wireless. The higher frequencies applied for stimulation, afford only minimal power loss and on the other hand offer superior energy transfer to even smaller sized implants. This energy transfer phenomenon was mentioned earlier by Feynman, Father of Nanotechnology, as the principle behind the frequency vs wavelength changes in his introductory talk on nanotechnology (there is plenty of room at the bottom) and accordingly skin depth only decreases with square root of the scale ratio (scale on which frequency goes up and wavelength comes down). As he mentioned in this presentation, superconductors today have reduced the resistance in modern physics [29].

The nano-material implant in the WPG, capable of delivering the clinically appropriate range of stimulation at 800-1350 um diameter, is a very small sized implant compared to the conventional SCS-IPG. Additionally, the amperage requirements for Dorsal Root Ganglion (DRG) stimulation compared to SCS are much lower thus increasing the longevity of the WPG. The implant size is equivalent to the standard lead body of the SCS and incorporates the Nano electronics within itself. It can be included in to different contact types of leads (4 or 8 contacts) suitable for both percutaneous cylinder type or paddle type electrodes. The receiver wire is mated to the implant to communicate with the external/wireless power generator (Figure 1).

An oscillating electric field is created as the dipole antenna receiver intercepts the microwave EM frequencies emanated from the EPG. The antenna within the device can vary between 2cm and 8cm in length (with modifications possible depending upon the depth of implantation). The EM energy can be dissipated at variable depths starting from skin to bone across the intervening fat, muscle, blood vessels. Previous experimental models demonstrated that frequency at GHz range were more energy efficient [30]. The animal models showed that deeper placements require longer antenna to receive the require power. As part of an application specific integrated circuit, each contact on the stimulating lead is provided with exclusive power capabilities, since the circuits inside the contacts produce very specific charge balanced waveforms (Figure 2).

The WPG in place of implantable power generators

Just like the present-day cellular phones, WPG employs a similar transfer technology. The average pulse output of power is up to 1 Watt depending upon the required stimulation and the depth at which the stimulator is placed. The WPG has a Radiofrequency (RF) transmitter that transforms the stimulation waveforms in to a signal as per the program setting given by the clinician or the patient; while a microprocessor within the transmitter regulates the settings and data transfers (Figure 3). A controller utilizing Bluetooth technology

Figure 1: MRI compatible electrode with nanostimulator and micro circuit to contact wireless pulse generator. This is the only implantable component required for WSCS.

Figure 2: External pulse generator.
makes it convenient for both the patient and the clinician to access
the WPG for suitable modifications; which can also be performed
via an app on a cellular phone [28]. Additionally, neuronal damage
is very less likely with EM wave forms at micro wavelengths; since
high frequency does not activate the cell membranes. Thus, the
wireless nanotechnology device not only affords minimally invasive
surgical implant, but the microwave energy is more compatible with
biological safety also.

To reduce the complications associated with the bulk of the con-
ventional SCS equipment, many modifications have been proposed.
The most important upcoming innovation is wireless access to the
implant to provide Neuromodulation. In several clinical conditions,
wireless nanotechnology stimulation system has been utilized for
SCS, DRGS and PNS throughout Europe and in the USA over the past
couple of years with encouraging responses, albeit in case studies.

The operating capabilities of wireless power transmission in
biological media have been demonstrated at GHz range (as against
the MHz of the conventional stimulation methods), by Poon et al of-
fering potential advantages [30,31]. There was a remarkable reduction
in the size of the receiver at this frequency. Subsequent studies by
Tyler Perryman et al demonstrated the relationships between tissue
depth and energy transmission in animal models [32]. The author
conducted experimental studies in pig models to verify the tissue
depth and the accessibility of the wireless transmission of signals
to achieve effective current density [32]. In this study, at 915 MHz,
the dipole antenna of the WPG could energize the nanostimulators
placed at the depth of 12 cm in porcine models; an antenna of 4.3 cm
was more efficient.

In clinical scenario, successful wireless stimulation and sig-
ificant pain relief was observed in patients with back pain, leg
pain, neuralgia following herpes zoster, craniofacial pain, occipital
neuralgia, and complex regional pain syndrome [32-36]. Adverse
events or complications in these short case series and reports were
minimal. The wireless access by the WPG, to the nanoelectrode re-
quired implantation of the stimulating electrode (with embedded
sensors) only; excluding additional surgical trauma from implanta-
tion of IPG and its accessories. Thus, complications related to these
components were avoided. There was reduced surgical trauma,
operating time, usage of consumables with increased comfort and
esthetic result to the patient.

Costs involved with nanotechnology wireless SCS are much less
comparatively: The initial implantation of the wireless electrode costs
18,000 Euro and does not have any costs related to
IPG or its accessories. The annual maintenance expenses for the
wireless system are approximately 1500 Euro/3 years. This procedure
involves no additional surgery or hospitalization for battery failures
or explantation or re-implantation (Table 2).

For obvious reasons, since WSCS is devoid of IPG, there was no
battery/extension cable related complications and costs. Additionally,
in the long run with increased patient numbers, the wireless
neuromodulation technology can be expected to yield far better
outcomes, fewer complications, improved cosmetic results and very
much reduced costs.

LIMITATIONS
As a novel technology wireless SCS needs more case material
and further experience to provide detailed information on costs of

<p>| Table 2: Reported costs of traditional SCS (TSCS) and the wireless SCS (WSCS). |
|------------------------------------|------------------------------------|------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>TSCS USD</th>
<th>TSCS CAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implantation</td>
<td>32,882</td>
<td>21,595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complication cost</td>
<td>9,649</td>
<td>5,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision cost</td>
<td>5,450</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead migration</td>
<td>9,141</td>
<td>3,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead fracture</td>
<td>11,386</td>
<td>6,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPG cost</td>
<td>13,150</td>
<td>10,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>5,071</td>
<td>3,539 (4 yr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4 yr)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1700 USD (3 years)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(HF SCS therapy was similar to TSCS in its costs and complications. USD* = US dollar, CAD* = Canadian dollar, UKS* = United Kingdom Sterling Pound).

COMPPLICATIONS and device related adverse events. The cost might
come down with widespread usage and expanded indications.
Unfortunately, there are only few reports on the costs of traditional
SCS implantation, its complications and long-term maintenance.
Additional publications on audits might provide better insights in
to the cost effectiveness of SCS since so far it has been compared to
conservative medical management only.

SUMMARY
SCS has been a time tested, cost-effective neuromodulation
modality in the management of chronic intractable pain with rapid
technological advancements improving the trial success rate as well
as long term outcomes. Only few reports, however came up with the
comforts, costs and challenging complications of SCS so as to improve
the future applications. With the advent of wireless nanotechnologies
minimizing the device dimensions along with surgical trauma, it is
time to reevaluate the expenditure a TSCS carries and its burden
on the health care budget. Certainly, the recent advanced implants
models appear to mitigate or reduce the complications as well as the
costs associated with the traditional devices, especially by avoiding
the IPG costs and complications. Implantation of a single miniature
device has the promising advantages of less tissue trauma, fewer
surgical procedures, minimal implant, reduced hospital stay, lower
complication rate and fewer follow up visits translating in to a
significantly low cost with equally efficient outcome.
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